In this paper some classes of starting algorithms for the iterations of IRK methods are studied. They are of three types, according to their additional cost. By means of B-series, the order conditions for them are obtained. The maximum order attained by these algorithms and their construction are derived too.
Introduction
Let us consider initial value problems for systems of D first-order ordinary differential equations (1) where F" R x ~D ~ ~D is a sufficiently smooth function.
y'(t)=F(t,y(t)), y( to ) = Yo E R D,
If y. is an approximation to y(t.), an s-stage Runge-Kutta (RK) method computes an approximation y.+t to the solution y(t.+l ) at the gridpoint t.+~ = t. + h by We shall assume that ci = ~=1 aij Vi, and may thus confine ourselves to autonomous differential systems. As usual, we introduce the s × s matrix A = (a,-j) and the column vectors b=(bl,... ,bs) ~ and c = (Cl,... ,cs) T.
When the method is implicit (IRK), (2) provides a system of s × D algebraic equations for the s x D components of the stage vectors Y~, i = 1,...,s. Usually this non-linear system is solved by means of some iterative scheme.
An important aspect for the implementation of an implicit formula is the choice of the initial values Yi °, i = 1,... ,s, to start the iterations. In general, the more accurate these are, the faster the convergence and the lower the number of iterations will be.
In many codes, such initial values are simply taken as the solution value at the initial point (trivial predictor), or by extrapolating values from some interpolation formula in the previous step (see, e.g., [ 1, 3, 5, 6] ). Thus, estimates of the solution of (1) between the gridpoints are obtained which are used as approximations to the internal stages Yi of the RK method. However, as in [8] , we wish to measure the accuracy of the initial values with respect to the corresponding internal stages. Thus, we introduce the following definition. In this paper, we present a theoretical study about several possibilities of producing initial values for the iterations by means of what will be called starting algorithms or startin9 methods. These are of three types according to their additional computational cost per step. The initial values which approximate to the intermediate stages in each step will be obtained using the numerical information computed in the previous step.
It has been proved that, under some conditions on the coefficients of the RK method, starting algorithms with one additional evaluation per step are obtained whose order exceeds by one those without additional cost. Furthermore, if we add another additional evaluation, that is, if we consider starting methods with two additional evaluations per step, the order again increases by one, thus getting two more orders than with the usual starting algorithms without additional cost.
The IRK methods have been traditionally used for the resolution of stiff problems. To be efficient enough to be practical, a formula for this purpose must have an infinite stability region. However, this is not the reason which has driven us to the study of starting algorithms for those methods. We are mainly interested in the numerical integration of Hamiltonian systems of differential equations, for which the symplectic integrators are specially relevant [10] . As is known, the symplectic RK methods for general Hamiltonians are necessarily implicits. Among them let us point out the Kuntzmann-Butcher methods [9] , also called Gauss methods, which have, besides, some other advantages: possibility of high order and good stability properties. For non-stiff Hamiltonian problems these methods can be easily implemented with functional iteration.
It is hoped that, in general, the total number of function evaluations once the integration is finished will be lower for the algorithms of higher order, compensating in this way their additional cost. This will also depend on the order of the successive approximations Yi k, k = 1,2,..., according to the iterative scheme used.
The construction of starting algorithms for some of the Gauss methods together with some numerical experiments with Hamiltonian systems will be the object of another paper. There the advantages of the use of high-order starting methods will become clear from the computational point of view.
It should be remarked that the underlying idea in this work is the composition of a method over two steps. Chan [2] has done much work on composition methods applied to smoothing.
Briefly, the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the order conditions for the starting algorithms without additional cost will be obtained. The maximum order will be determined and the uniqueness of the starting method that reaches it will be proved too. In Section 3, a study for the starting algorithms with an additional function evaluation per step will be carried on. In this case, there are infinitely many algorithms which reach the maximum order. Finally, Section 4 will be devoted to obtain more results about the existence and the order of the third type of algorithms: those that require two additional function evaluations per step.
Starting algorithms without additional cost
Since we are going to obtain the initial values y0 in each step from some numerical information in the previous step, it is convenient to consider two consecutive steps. We will suppose in the sequel that these are the two first steps and we will assume that the step size can change as follows:
We shall denote by Yi and Yi respectively, the intermediate stages of the first and the second step. ^ By applying the theory of the Butcher's series [4 
where e = (1,..., 1)T C ~s and B is the s × s matrix whose rows are all identical to b T. In the first place, those algorithms which require no additional evaluations of the derivative function will be studied. Specifically, the coefficients b~,j have to be determined so that the values 
We can express (5) and (6) 
where Rq is the q x q upper triangular matrix:
When fll = f12 ..... flq-1 = 0, we will write Co(q). Clearly B(p) and C(q) together imply Ca(u ) with u= min{p,q}. We will denote by M,×m the set of the real n × m matrices. If n = m, we will just write M,. Finally, we will denote by e the vector (1, 1,..., 1 ) for any arbitrary number of components and by Id the identity matrix of suitable order.
The next result is useful to simplify the order conditions for constant step sizes. Proof. If we take into account the definitions of ~ and A for r = 1, and we assume that Ca(q) is satisfied, we only have to prove that
((bT e)e, (bT e)e,..., (bT e q-1)e) + A(e, e + c,..., (e + c) q-l)
: (0, file,..
. ,flq-le) --~ (e Jr c,(e + e)2,... ,(e + c)q)Rq,
where Rq is given in (7).
We can write for any value of q:
(e,e + c,... ,(e + c) q- 
and we have for the same element of ~Rq:
It can be easily checked that both expressions are equal, so the result has been proved. [] Our next purpose is to obtain the maximum order attained by these starting methods under some restrictions about the coefficients of the IRK. It must be remarked that the proofs throughout the paper of the existence of starting methods of a given order are constructive.
As in [5, Proof. We can apply Proposition 2.3 and therefore, the independent order conditions of the starting methods corresponding to the rooted trees whose order is ~<s may be written bTV=b/XV, i=l,...,s, where V = (e, c, c2,..., c ~-1 ) E Ms and V = (e, 5, £z,..., ~-1 ) E M2~×s, by taking the step size factor r equal to 1. Since V is non-singular, there is a unique starting method without additional cost whose order is at least s, and its coefficients are given by
If the order were >s, the equations which correspond to the tree s -1 nodes would be satisfied. We can write them as:
...,(e + c)~-1)V-1Ac s-1 -(bTcS-1)e --A(e + c) ~-1 '
such order equations can be written as
A[(e, e + c,..., (e + c) ~-1 )V-1Ac ~-x -(bTc ~-1 )e --A(e + c) s-l] = O.

By putting (e,e + c,... ,(e + c)S-1)V-1Ac s-1 :Ac s-1 + (e,c,... ,cS-2)UV-1Ac ~-1,
where U is the (s -1 ) × s matrix obtained by eliminating the last row from (Us -Id) and Us E Ms is the matrix given in (8) (for q=s ), and by applying C~(s-1), we obtain
where R, is the (s-2)× (s-1 ) matrix obtained from R~_I given in (7) (for q = s-1 ) by eliminating its last row. Applying again C~(s -1), the order equations corresponding to the tree of order s + 1 lead us to
where R* is the (s -1) × (s -2) matrix obtained from Rs-1 by eliminating its first column. An empty sum is assumed to be 0. Eq. (10) 
Proof.
By the hypotheses, it must be proved that Proof. By Proposition 2.7, the tableau given in (3) satisfies C(u) with u = min{p,q} ~> s-1. Hence, we have to consider the same trees as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 to get order ~> s. So the coefficients of the unique starting method whose order is at least s are given by (9) where now the step size factor r appears in ~/r and V. Ifs~>3, the conditions B(p) and C(q), p,q ~> s-1, imply C~(u), u >~ s-1, and bXc#O, and so, it is enough to take into account Theorem 2.5 to get the result.
Let us see now the case s = 2. If the order were > 2, the equations
would be satisfied for any value of r. By considering the first member of this equation as a polynomial in r, in particular the coefficient of r 2, which turns out to be Ac 2, must be zero.
If we now consider the order equations corresponding to the other tree with 3 vertices, we have 
as the initial values for the step from tl to h + rh. 
These values can be put in the form (4). We can write (Lagrange) u'(to + ).h) = Z F(Yj)lj(2),
. For a variable step size collocation RK method of s stages associated to different abscissae, we have the following: (i) The maximum order that a starting method without additional cost can attain is s. (ii) There is a unique starting algorithm without additional cost and order s, and it is the one given by the collocation polynomial.
Proof. It is easily verified that the coefficients of a collocation RK method of s stages satisfy the conditions B(s) and C(s), so by applying Theorem 2.8, part (i) and the uniqueness in (ii) are proved.
With V -1 = (vo) and by (9) and Proposition 2.7, we can write
bT: ( ~ (l k s (l+rei)k )
Vkl'''''Z k l)ks , k=l ix 1,...,S.
These are the coefficients of the starting algorithm (11)-(12) if we consider the expression for the collocation polynomial obtained in [7, p. 195] . [] Next, we will study some starting methods which require computing new evaluations of F. We shall prove that this additional cost facilitates an increase in the order of the starting method. In our numerical experiments with the Gauss methods which will appear in a later paper, it will be shown that, in general, this increase in the order gives a lower final computational cost, measured in number of function evaluations.
Starting algorithms with one additional evaluation per step
Among the starting algorithms with additional cost, we will begin by studying those that require to make, at most, one additional function evaluation per step. This evaluation corresponds to the initial point and to the final point (initial for the next step) of the previous step. When the first step Next, we will give some results about the starting algorithms of type (13). We will have to consider as simplifying assumptions C~(s) with fll --f12 ..... fls-1 = 0, and they will be denoted by Co(s). In this case, we can write
where V =-(e,c,...,c~-l)EMs and R~ EMs is the matrix given in (7) with q---s.
It is immediate to check that if an RK method satisfies Co(q) then the tableau (14) also satisfies Co(q).
In a way analogous to Proposition 2.1, we prove 
where W = (e,~,~2,... ,~s) EM2sx(~+l) and
W= (~ 0 .°. ~ )
So, it is proved that there exists an s-parameter family of starting algorithms of order at least s + 1. Let us notice that, since we are considering constant step size, the factor r takes the value 1 in /~i and W. Next we are going to prove that the order is exactly s + 1. To do this, we will see that the order equations corresponding to the tree of order s + 2: 
l(O ) s
By applying Co(s) and simplifying, we get
... ,(e+c)s)RsV-lcs_(b~cs)e_A(e+c), •
The matrix A is regular because it is a product of regular matrices. Therefore, the order equations b~,iU -~s = 0, i = 1,..., s, are equivalent to (c'c2
The left-hand side is a linear combination of the free family {c,..., c~}. However, the coefficient of c s is -1, a contradiction. [] As with the starting algorithms without additional cost, when the step size varies we have to impose stronger hypotheses to get the same order. More specifically: 
C(u).
If s > 2, ~o can be obtained by means of the approximations ~o and ~o, and so on.
Notice that with this modification of the starting algorithm we do not need to compute new evaluations of the derivative function because the values F(Y°), F(Y°),..., have to be computed anyway in order to start the iterations.
Starting algorithms with two additional evaluations per step
We have studied another type two additional evaluations of the 
Yi ° = Yo + h [bi, oF(yo) + ~j=,
The order conditions corresponding to the tree s nodes must be satisfied so that the order be at least s + 2. By (20) and (21) By applying (15) it can be easily checked that 
M1 = (e + c, (e + c)Z,..., (e + c)~)Rs V-1Ac s -(brAc')e -(br c~)c --A2(e + c) ~.
In an analogous way, the s first components of are also all zero and its another s components are given by
M2 = (e + c,(e + c) 2 ..... (e + c)~)R~V-lc ~ --(bTcS)e -A(e + c)'.
Hence, since A is regular, Eqs. 
